Opening Ceremony For Computer Based Training Laboratory

CENTRO DE FORMAÇÃO DA POLICIA
COMORO DILI
Invites

The commander of Police Formation Centre, respectfully invites you to celebrate the opening ceremony of the PNTL Computer Based Training Laboratory located at the Police Training Centre.

Day : Friday
Date : 4 September 2009
Time : 8:30am

Dili, 31 August 2009
Acting Commander of Police Formation Centre

José Soares
Police Inspector

Program of Ceremony

08.30am Commence

I. Speeches:
   - Welcome Speech by H.E. Commander Grant Edwards
   - Speech by H.E. The Australian Ambassador
   - Speech by H.E. The U.S Ambassador
   - Speech by H.E. The UN / UNODC
   - Speech by H.E. The General Commander of PNTL

II. Presentation of Certificates to Training Managers

III. Prayer

IV. Move to CBT Room

V. Unveiling of the plaque

VI. Cutting of Ribbon

VII. Handing over of CBT key to PNTL

VIII. Dignitaries to view presentation and students in CBT Laboratory

IX. Morning Tea

X. Close/End.
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